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Wo shou gou le deng dai ni suo wei de an pai 
Shuo de wei lai dao di duo jiu cai lai 
Zong shi yao lai bu ji cai zhi dao wo ke ai 
Wo xiang yi lai er ni que dou bu zai 

Ying gai kai xin de di dai 
Ni gei de quan shi kong bai 
Yi ge ren jia ri fa dai 
Zhao bu dao ren pei wo kan hai 
Wo zai xing fu de men wai 
Que yi zhi dou jin bu lai 
Ni lei ji gei de shang hai 
Wo shi zhen de hen nan shi huai 

* Zhong yu kan kai ai hui bu lai 
Er ni zong shi tai wan ming bai 
Zui hou cai ba hua shuo kai 
Ku zhe qiu wo liu xia lai 
Zhong yu kan kai ai hui bu lai 
Wo men mian qian tai duo zu ai 
Ni de shou que fang bu kai 
Ning yuan mei chu xi qiu wo bie li kai 

Ni zong shi yao wo guai man man ji hua jiang lai 
Wo de yan lei que yi zhi diao xia lai 
Guo qu zen me jiao dai ni gai gei de xin lai 
Bei ni qin shou huan huan tui ru xuan ya 

Cong wo lian shang de cang bai 
Kan dao ji yi man xia lai 
Guo qu tian mi zai dao dai 
Zhi shi gan jue yi jing bu zai 
Er wo dui ni de qi dai 
Bei ni yi ci ci shuai huai 
Yi jing sui cheng tai duo kuai 
Yao zen me ping cou gen chong lai 

[Repeat * , *] 

Translation : 

IÂ’ve had enough waiting for your so-called
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arrangement 
The future that you spoke of, just how long will it take 
Always have to wait till itÂ’s too late to realize that IÂ’m
lovable 
I want to depend on you, but youÂ’re not there 

The places that are supposed to be happy 
All that you gave was nothing 
Staring off into space by myself on holidays 
CanÂ’t find someone to accompany me to watch the
sea 
IÂ’m standing outside the door of happiness 
But havenÂ’t been able to enter inside 
The pain that you have cumulatively inflicted 
ItÂ’s really hard for me to be released from it 

* I finally realized that love cannot return 
And you are always understanding too late 
Only in the end do you speak your mind 
Crying and begging me to stay 
I finally realized that love cannot return 
There are too many obstacles in front of us 
But your hand cannot let go 
YouÂ’d rather be shameless, begging me not to leave 

You always want me to be obedient, slowly planning the
future 
But my tears were constantly streaming down 
In the past how have you displayed the trust that you
were supposed to give 
IÂ’ve been slowly pushed off a cliff directly by you 

From the paleness of my face 
Can see the memories slowing down 
The sweetness of the past is rewinding 
But the feelings are already not present 
And the hopes that I have placed in you 
Have been shattered by you time and again 
ItÂ’s already broken into too many pieces 
How can they be put back together and resumed again 

[Repeat * , *]
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